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I love to lose myself in other men's minds. When I am not walking, I am reading; I cannot sit and think. Books think for me.

Charles Lamb

Ahrendt, Kenneth M., Community College Reading Programs, Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association. 1975.

This new publication, intended for administrators, university personnel, and two-year college teachers, faces the problems usually met in junior/community college reading programs. Aspects given special attention are the school and student, types of reading programs, college reading teacher preparation, diagnostic and testing tools, materials, and hardware for the junior college reading program. Standardized tests, reading improvement workbooks, and professional organizations are also listed as helpful information.

Artley, A. Sterl, "Good Teachers of Reading—Who are They?" The Reading Teacher (October, 1975) 29:26-31.

Who are successful teachers of reading? Through a college student survey, responses seem to indicate that teachers who sense the importance of reading as a vital force in the development of young people, who see reading as the most important activity that they will carry on during the day, and who convey that conviction through their enthusiasm and creative teaching, develop students who are likely to enjoy reading and hence become efficient readers. They also indicated that support given by parents and local library plays a significant role in developing their reading interests and competencies.


This is a 16-page booklet which translates How Can I Help My Child Learn To Read English As A Second Language? Many ways in which a parent can help a child make the transition from one language to another are suggested. It includes activities in the home and community.

Designed to be helpful but brief, this IRA booklet presents criteria for choosing professional literature and some aid in learning how reading information is organized. It is useful in helping classroom teachers and reading professionals keep up-to-date, use the ERIC system, and do a topical search.


In the author’s school a book club consists of a volunteer parent and about six students who select the same paperback book to read. They meet weekly to discuss the portion of the book they had previously agreed to read and to plan activities related to their reading. The use of the book club not only compensates for one of the deficiencies of an individualized program, it provides for better human relations and extends the concept of individualized instruction.


A 19-page publication which includes citations of practical significance to teachers in all subject areas and major school levels. It is a revision of the 1969 bibliography.


The author discusses how the language-experience approach, combined with the cloze procedure, has been found to be a useful technique in working with disabled readers. She clearly indicates that it does not constitute the entire program of instruction but is used effectively as a part of a total program aimed at meeting the specific needs of the child.


The purpose of this article is to review a representative body of available research relevant to the ITPA’s (Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities) correlative and diagnostic relationships
with academic achievement. The results of this paper have important implications for school practice. According to this article, the ITPA's value is limited to gathering broad, descriptive information regarding certain learning characteristics of school-aged children. Its use of individual diagnosis is neither supported nor recommended.


Niensted states that in one view learning difficulties teachers and reading teachers are members of opposing camps, using different terminology, assigning different techniques to remediate. In another view, both are knowledgeable professionals of goodwill who are devoted to helping students achieve their maximum potential, both of whom have succeeded with many children. The solution does not lie in defending or abandoning either camp, but in seeking areas of mutual agreement and learning from each other.

Shuman, R. Baird, "Of Course He Can Read—He's In High School!" Journal of Reading (October, 1975) 19:36-42.

The basic fact that parents, administrators, teachers, and students must grapple with is that many of today's high school students cannot read well enough to succeed in our present day schools. The author discusses this dilemma and suggests steps toward helping the disabled high school readers. The first is that of offering support in the form of encouragement; the second, to make some practical adjustments in the disabled readers' work loads. The article indicates a need for patience and understanding, especially on the part of teachers.


The purpose of this article is to describe characteristics of individualized DRTA (directed reading—thinking activities) type instruction designed to improve the efficiency and promote the scholastic resourcefulness of students. Individualized DRTAs are a necessary and logical extension of the group directed reading-thinking process.


One of the current trends in reading is the application of the
systems approach to instruction. The author offers guidelines which will aid in an organized, logical basis for investigating these programs. The use of these guidelines would enable a school to have a sound, defensible basis for selecting or rejecting a particular instructional reading system.


The article deals with steps you might take to develop, improve, or maintain a reading program in a high school or post high school situation. The first step is to define your program, indicating its purpose. Next, define limits of the program indicating which students you should serve. Make a list of materials on hand and funds needed with which to get started. Assess needs by surveys to teachers and students and use of standardized test scores available. Determine skill needs of students and state objectives for them. Select materials which will enable students to perform tasks in objectives. Steps are given on how to implement and justify the program.

NEW PUBLICATIONS...


This index offers an annotated guide to 700 books with all bibliographic information. It gives full evaluations that are useful for teachers and other professionals interested in furthering reading skills. This book also includes bibliographies for use with adult illiterates, as well as with foreign students on the college level, for use by school libraries, on the levels from elementary through university.


A bi-monthly letter which provides new advances in reading and reading instruction. Major reading legislation is analyzed and the latest research is summarized. The most recent reading materials are evaluated and reports on techniques in reading instruction are also provided.


Goodman states that reading is a language process. The purpose of language is communication. Comprehension must be involved for
reading to be taking place. There is no reading without comprehension. Programs or instructional approaches which do not focus on comprehension interfere with the development of efficient reading. Understanding is the most important aspect of reading, far more important than learning to pronounce words.


This fifth edition provides an up-to-date review of the entire language arts program in the elementary school. Every chapter contains practical classroom activities and teaching suggestions. The text provides material dealing with linguistics, language, dramatization, storytelling, language acquisition, and classroom organization.


These materials are designed for junior and senior high school students reading at and below grade level. It helps pupils to read and understand material within the disciplines of math, science, social studies, and literature. The material is of high interest, and conceptually based.


This book presents a new way of arriving at questions and analyzing them for content and quality. Classroom tested materials include four types of discovery exercises in questioning. It contains teacher checklists to determine if you're providing the necessary help for your students. Activities can be used on elementary, middle school and secondary levels, and in all subject areas.


The fourth edition of Dr. Larrick's book continues to be an indispensable tool for every parent, reading specialist, teacher and librarian interested in promoting a child's skill and love for reading. Among the many important issues that the author examines in the new edition is the effect of television on children. She provides an annotated list of 900 children's books. In addition, there is a listing of magazines, recordings, filmstrips and films for children as well as a directory of publishers and distributors of audio-visual materials.

This text identifies some principles that students can apply to stimulate and maintain adequate study motivation, to reduce the debilitating effects of disrupting emotions, and to remove blocks to mental effort. The book is divided into two major parts: Study Methods and Study Motivation. 216 pages, $4.50.


"Reading: an Introduction" uses real classes and classrooms to show viewers that only four approaches of teaching reading are used. The film does not try to make judgments but presents information on all programs.

The film on Remedial Reading is intended to stimulate awareness of the causes of reading defects, presenting an overview of tools used to compensate or overcome such difficulties.


This skill at a time series presents ten booklets for helping students master ten essential reading comprehension skills. Each booklet contains a lesson, 100 brief passages of ascending difficulty and 100 questions for intensive and sustained practice in a single skill. It is suitable for high school and college students and adults who need instruction and practice in fundamental reading skills.


This text presents an approach to the teaching of reading and study skills in the secondary school. Among the features are success-proven readiness and vocabulary strategies, and ideas on how you can operate productive special reading services in your school. It spells out for teachers the different kinds of problems which the particular materials of the various content fields present to students using them and shows how to develop life-long reading habits.


The library provides "whole books" for students in grades 7-12 who are reading below grade level. The books were produced to
meet the special need for readable, mature material at the reading levels of 2.0 to 3.9. Action Library 3A is the seventh library in this series of high-interest, original novelettes. Also provided is a 16-page teaching guide with summaries of each book, discussion questions, and answers.


The second edition continues its usefulness to undergraduate and graduate, pre-service and in-service teachers. It discusses teacher-made reading kits and progresses from early reading through advanced levels. The activities are class-tested and explain what and why skills need to be reinforced.


This comprehensive reference provides access to available research on reading disabilities. It is ideal for in-service reading specialists, clinicians, and classroom teachers, as well as graduate courses. It provides previews and learning projects at the beginning and end of each chapter. Divisions of the book deal with organizational aspects and remediation as well as disabilities in reading.


The text is a stimulating potpourri of pageantry, crafts, music, games, and pastimes of the colonial era. The activities literally recreate colonial times, and will fire the imaginations of girls and boys from pre-school through teen age; many sections will appeal to adults too. Stimulating ideas are capable of making reading come "alive" for today's students.


This new text written in an informal, easy-to-read style applies the concept of learning centers to open education practices in the classroom. It is specific and practical pointing out the what, who, where, why, and how of Learning Centers. Different methods of implementing learning centers are explained and the final chapter outlines ways to evaluate both teacher and student performance.
World Traveler, Box 3618, Washington, D.C. 20007.

This colorful magazine is published to spark interest in reading for enjoyment among adults, teenagers, and youngsters with language handicaps. It is planned and written by teachers who use the publication in their own classrooms. The vocabulary and sentence structure are carefully controlled at about third-grade level. The format is ideal for the older problem reader.